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a b s t r a c t

This study employs a rapid, energy frugal and environmental friendly method to synthesize nitro-
gen doped titanate nanotubes (NTNTs), and uses TEM, XRD, Raman, nitrogen adsorption–desorption
isotherms analysis, and UV–vis spectroscopy to characterize the obtained NTNTs. TEM results demon-
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strate that the current research successfully synthesized one-dimensional NTNTs via the microwave
hydrothermal (M-H) method, and show that NTNTs retain a tubular structure after sintering at a tem-
perature of 350 ◦C. XRD results agree well with Raman spectrum findings. Both show that the intensity
of anatase crystallization increases with an increase in sintering temperature. After sintering at high
temperature, above 250 ◦C, the UV–vis absorbance edges of NTNTs significantly shift to the visible-light
region, which illustrates N atom doping into nanotubes. Photocatalytic tests conclude that the NTNTs-350
shows good efficiency with visible-light response.
. Introduction

Research has intensively investigated titanate nanotubes (TNTs)
ue to one-dimensional nanostructure, large internal and exter-
al surfaces, ion exchangeability, and photocatalytic activity. These
dvantages lead to various applications such as solar cells, photo-
atalysis, and electroluminescent devices [1–5]. However, the TNTs
igh band gap between 3.3 eV and 3.87 eV obstructs application
6]. In other words, only UV light, which occupies less than 5%
f the solar spectrum, excites TNTs. Therefore, studies have made
reat attempts to extend the absorption of TNTs to visible-light-
ensitization. Particle size [7,8], manipulation of oxygen vacancy
9,10], and doping are the major ways to engineer the TiO2 band
ap. Some of the methods have used various transition metals
11–13] and anions such as F, S, C, and N [14–17] as dopants
or increasing the photocatalytic efficiency of TiO2 under visible-
ight. Only a few studies have focused on TNTs band gap reduction
18–23]. In 2004, Tokudome and Miyauchi [23] first examined the

isible-light activity of N-doped TNTs. Geng et al. [24] proposed
hat instead of substituting O2

− ions in the TNTs lattice, the dop-
ng N is likely located at the interstitial sites. Jiang et al. [18], Wu
t al. [20], and Qamar et al. [19] successfully synthesized N-doped
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TNTs, C-doped TNTs, and Ni-TNTs, to reduce TNTs band gap and
shift absorbance to the visible-light region.

Since the first discovery of TNTs [25,26], many methods have
attempted to synthesize TNTs including the sol–gel process [27],
electrochemical anodic oxidation [28–30], and hydrothermal treat-
ment [5,31–34]. Among these methods, hydrothermal treatment
has attracted much attention owing to cost-effectiveness and con-
venience to synthesize TNTs with excellent morphology. However,
the typical hydrothermal procedure, synthesized at 110–130 ◦C in
autoclave for 20–120 h, is relatively time- and energy-consuming.
A previous study used a novel method, modified from the tradi-
tional hydrothermal method, with microwave assistance, namely
microwave hydrothermal treatment (M-H treatment), to synthe-
size TNTs [2]. M-H treatment has several advantages such as
shorter reaction time, lower energy usage, and enhancing the wall-
structure intensity of TNTs. Previous study successfully synthesized
TNTs under 400W irradiation at 130 ◦C for only 1.5 h with SBET val-
ues of 256 m2 g−1 and found the TNTs preferentially assigned for
NaxH2−xTi3O7, with a vague rutile phase and no clear anatase phase.
Unfortunately, similar to the traditional hydrothermal method, the
TNTs prepared by the M-H method showed weak photocatalytic

activity.

This study dopes nitrogen into TNTs via M-H treatment for the
first time to seek an expeditious, energy saving way to synthesize
nitrogen doped tatanate nanotubes (NTNTs), excited under visible-
light.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2010.07.090
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
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. Experiment

.1. Preparation of N-doped titanate nanotubes

The experiment used a microwave digestion system (Ethos
ouch Control, MILESTONE Corporation), with a double-walled
essel consisting of an inner Teflon liner and outer shell of high
trength Ultem polyetherimide. In a typical procedure, described
n the literatures [2,17], 0.6 g of TiO2 (Degussa P25) was added into
0 mL of 10 M NaOH in a Teflon container. The M-H reaction was
romulgated at 450 W, 130 ◦C for 3 h, and cooled to room tem-
erature. The applied temperature, irradiation power, and time
f treatment were programmable by computer. After the M-H
rocess, the white powders were washed by mixing three times
ith 0.5N HCl, followed by washing five times with de-ionized
ater. Afterward, the white powders were dried at −57.8 ◦C and

00–200 mTorr for 12 h to obtain TNTs. Nitrogen doped titanate
anotubes (NTNTs) were prepared following the experimental
eport by Jiang et al. [18] and modified with M-H treatment to
horten synthesized time, conserve energy, and enhance anatase
rystal structure. The as-prepared TNTs were dispersed in a 70 mL
olution with a 1:1 volume ratio of ethanol and water containing
0 wt% NH4Cl. After stirring for 30 min, the mixing solution was
eated by the M-H process at 450 W, 130 ◦C for 2 h. The white pow-
ers were then filtrated and washed with de-ionized water and
thanol, alternatively, and dried at the same conditions of previ-
us works of TNTs. To convert the nanotube layers into anatase,
he samples were sintered fewer than 20% O2/80% N2 at different
emperatures of 250 ◦C, 350 ◦C, and 450 ◦C for 2 h.

.2. Characterization

Microstructure and morphology of the synthesized materials
ere observed on a HR-TEM (JEOL-JEM2100) at an accelerate volt-
ge of 200 kV. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET, Micromeritics,
odel ASAP 2020) specific area (SBET) was determined by a multi-

oint BET method using the adsorption data in the relative pressure
ange from 0.05 to 0.30. The crystal structures of TNTs and NTNTs-

(X refers to the sintered temperature) were characterized by

Fig. 1. TEM images of (a) TNTs, (b) NTNTs-350, (c) N
Materials 183 (2010) 754–758 755

X-ray diffraction (Rigaku-TTRAX III) with Cu K� radiation and a
Raman spectrometer (Dimension-P2). UV–vis spectroscopy (GBC-
cintra 202), which used BaSO4 as the reflectance standard, was
applied to investigate the absorbance spectra of NTNTs-X over a
range of 200–900 nm.

2.3. Photocatalytic activity tests

Photocatalytic performance of the as-synthesized NTNTs-X was
investigated by degradation of MO (methyl orange) solution under
15 W commercial fluorescent lamps. A 500 mL solution of MO of
concentration 10 ppm was added into the vessel and the required
amount of the catalyst (1 g L−1) was added to the solution. Before
irradiation, the solution was magnetically stirred for 60 min in a
dark chamber to allow adsorption equilibration. The MO degra-
dation was monitored by measuring the change in absorbance on
a UV–vis spectrophotometer (GBC-cintra 20). The absorbance of
MO was followed at a wavelength of 508 nm. For each experiment,
the rate constant was calculated from the initial slope obtained by
linear regression.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure and morphology

Fig. 1 shows the TEM images of TNTs, NTNTs-350, NTNTs-
450, and the HR-TEM image of NTNTs-350. The image in Fig. 1(a)
reveals that the as-prepared TNTs have a tubular structure with
a crystalline multiwall, and the lengths measure several hundred
nanometers. Fig. 1(b) demonstrates that the NTNTs retain a tubu-
lar structure after sintering at 350 ◦C. However, sintering at 450 ◦C
may destroy the tubular structure and convert it to rod morphol-
ogy, as Fig. 1(c) shows. Hafez [35] showed the similar result of
titanate nanotubes transferring to titanate nanorods after sinter-

ing at 450 ◦C for 30 min. Yu et al. [36] reported that the nanotubes
calcined at 400 ◦C are fibrous in nature and have a large surface area
and high pore volume. The thermal stability of TNTs has been con-
firmed to be dependent on the Na amount within the TNT structure
[37,38]. BET results, summarized in Table 1, demonstrate the slight

TNTs-450, (d) HR-TEM image of NTNTs-350.
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Table 1
SBET, absorbent wavelength and photon energy of TNTs, NTNTs-250, NTNTs-350, and
NTNTs-450.

SBET (m2g−1) Absorbent
wavelength (nm)

Photon
energy (eV)

TNTs 367.0 380 2.85
NTNTs-250 283.4 410 2.57
NTNTs-250 (mild) 283.4 545 1.68
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NTNTs-350 216.8 412 2.55
NTNTs-350 (mild) 216.8 570 1.51
NTNTs-450 149.6 405 2.69

amages of the TNTs structure after calcinations with a surface
rea of 367.0 m2 g−1, 283.4 m2 g−1, 216.8 m2 g−1 and 149.6 m2 g−1

or TNTs, NTNTs-250, NTNTs-350 and NTNTs-450, respectively. The
R-TEM image (Fig. 1(d)) clearly shows that the NTNTs-350 retains
tubular structure after sintering at 350 ◦C and indicates that

he inner and outer diameters of the nanotubes are 4.53 nm and
.36 nm, respectively.

This study used X-ray diffraction to perform structural char-
cterizations of the as-prepared titanate nanotubes and nitrogen
oped titanate nanotubes, sintered at different temperatures.
ig. 2(a) and (b) shows the XRD patterns for TNTs and NTNTs.
oth figures show peaks appearing at the diffraction angles of
.58◦, 24.01◦, 28.68◦, and 48.23◦, related to the nanotube structure
1,2,32,39]. The diffraction angle of 28.68◦ also indicates abound-
ng Na atoms intercalating within the TNTs structure. A similar
eature in XRD patterns of TNTs have been shown in previous
esearch [37,1,40]. Our previous study synthesized TNTs via M-H
reatment with different irradiation powers and found TNTs pref-
rentially assigned for NaxH2−xTi3O7, with a vague rutile phase
nd no clear anatase phase [2]. This corresponds to the anatase
hase as the preferred phase in synthesizing TNTs [41,42]. The
RD patterns of NTNTs-250, NTNTs-350, and NTNTs-450 show the
haracteristic peaks at 2� = 25◦, 38◦, 48◦, 54◦, 55◦ and 63◦ corre-
ponding to the anatase phase. Fig. 2 reveals the change in crystal
tructure from nanotubes (JCPDS 41-192) to anatase (JCPDS 37-
951) after calcinations. Notably, the change from Fig. 2(c) to (e)
hows an interesting phenomenon, that the anatase peak inten-
ity increases with increasing calcination temperature, indicating
mproved crystallization. Further, combining the TEM images and
he XRD patterns, gives the preliminary result that NTNTs-350
hows anatase crystalline and retains the tubular structure. In other

ords, NTNTs-350 is a novel material with good photo-degradation

bility and high surface area, advantageous for environmental engi-
eering applications.

ig. 2. XRD patterns of (a) TNTs, (b) NTNTs, (c) NTNTs-250, (d) NTNTs-350, (e)
TNTs-450.
Fig. 3. Raman spectra of (a) TiO2, (b) NTNTs-450, (c) NTNTs-350, (d) NTNTs, and (e)
TNTs. Inset plot shows the enlarged Raman spectrum around 160 cm−1.

Raman spectroscopy results confirmed the XRD findings. The
spectrum of the TiO2 particle in Fig. 3(a) shows lattice vibrations
at 414 cm−1, 534 cm−1, and 661 cm−1, characteristic for anatase
[43,44]. Fig. 3(b) and (c) shows similar peak positions represented
for NTNTs-450 and NTNTs-350. Inspection of the Raman spectrum
for TiO2, NTNTs-350, and NTNTs-450 at around 156 cm−1 (the inset
plot in Fig. 3), shows a slight shift that illustrates that nitrogen
doped into the TNTs structure changes the crystalline. Fig. 3(d) and
(e) both show the bands at 292 cm−1 and 474 cm−1, assigned to the
nanotube structure [45,46]. Accordingly, the bands at 450 cm−1 and
668 cm−1 could be assigned to Ti–O–Ti vibrations, where 917 cm−1

was attributed to Ti–O–Na vibrations in the interlayer regions of
the nanotube walls [46]. In Raman spectra of nanotubes, the vibrat-
ing band at 665 cm−1 shifts to 691 cm−1 and 705 cm−1 for NTNTs
and TNTs. The peak at 917 cm−1 is not clearly detectable that
could be explained by the low Na+ ions in nanotubes due to the
acid washing procedure. The Raman spectrum outcomes consisting
of XRD analyses, show successfully synthesized N-doped titanate
nanotubes by the microwave-assisted hydrothermal process, and
an enhanced anatase phase of NTNTs after annealing at high
temperature.

3.2. Optical properties

This study used UV–vis spectroscopy to investigate the absorp-
tion spectra of TNTs, NTNTs-250, NTNTs-350, and NTNTs-450. The
spectrum of TNTs and NTNTs-450 shows single sharp edges with
the band gap absorption onset at 375 nm and 402 nm. Meanwhile,
the calcined N-doped nanotubes exhibit a high tailing absorbance
in the longer wavelength, giving two absorption edges. The mild
absorbance was estimated at about 540 nm and 574 nm in the
visible-light region for NTNTs-350 and NTNTs-250. Similar second
adsorption phenomenons are also described in Bellardita et al. [47]
and Shao et al. [48]. To determine the catalyst band gaps, Fig. 4 inset
establishes the Tauc Plot [49]. Extra polation of these lines to the
photon energy axis yields the band gaps shown in Table 1. Nitrogen
doped TNTs show a strong adsorption versus TNTs throughout the
visible region, ascribed to the light yellow color appearance. This
apparel observation clearly illustrates that the presence of N results
in the formation of additional energy levels above the TNT valence
band [50–52].
3.3. Photocatalytic activities

Fig. 5 displays the time-dependence degradation of MO over
NTNTs prepared at different temperatures. No significant MO pho-
todegradation occured in the absence of catalysts under 15 W
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Fig. 4. UV–vis absorbance of TNTs and NTNTs-250, NTNTs-350, and NTNTs-450.
Inset plot shows the square root of the Kubelka–Munk function versus the photon
energy.
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ig. 5. Photo-degradation of methyl orange over NTNTs-X with and without visible-
ight irradiation.

ommercial fluorescent lamps irradation for 4 h. Without the pres-
nce of illumination, MO commenced to degrade right after adding
atalysts into the MO and then achieved adsorption equilibrium at
0 min. This result appears to be attributed to the photo induced
dsorption of MO molecules. An interesting finding is that the
igher the SBET of catalysts, the more MO was adsorbed (see
able 1). After 240 min illumination, the MO degradation efficien-
ies reached 91.2%, 82.6% and 96.3% MO for NTNTs-250, NTNTs-350
nd NTNTs-450, respectively. Also, the pseudo first-order rate
onstants of MO degradation were obtained at 0.224 min−1,
.257 min−1 and 0.296 min−1. The TNTs does not possess photo-
atalytic activity and are not suitable photocatalysts for degrading
rganic compounds because they consist of the titanate phase
ather than phases of TiO2 [19]. In this study, we reported that
natase phase TNTs can be illuminated under visible-light by dop-
ng N atoms into TNTs. To sum up, this study ascribes the high
ctivity of NTNTs to better crystallization, relatively high SBET and
ntensive visible-light absorption, as evidenced by HR-TEM, XRD,
aman, and UV–vis DRS results.

. Conclusions
This study successfully synthesizes nitrogen doped titanate nan-
tubes through the microwave hydrothermal method in only 3 h.
his procedure is a time saving, energy frugal, and environmen-
al friendly method compared to the traditional hydrothermal

[

[
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method. TEM, nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms analy-
sis, XRD, Raman, and UV–vis DRS investigated these materials in
detail. The results reveal that N-doped titanate nanotubes consist
of a tubular structure with a high anatase phase after annealing at
350 ◦C. With an increase in sintering temperature, the intensity of
anatase crystallization increases, but the surface area of NTNTs-X
decreases. The band gap of NTNTs-350 reduces to 1.51 eV by doping
nitrogen into titanate nanotubes, and the prepared samples show
high photo-degradation ability of methyl orange under visible-light
illumination.
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